(c) Because of the station's mid-continental location, the required correction for distant oceanic tides
is both extremely small and reliable of estimation (at
other stations, oceanic corrections may be both large
and uncertain)
(d) From the Pole, a global mean, independent of
longitude, is obtained for the gravity-tide yielding
factor.
Because it is impossible with present instruments to
detect a small phase lag in the long-period tides, the
present objective has been to measure tidal amplitude
only and, in particular, to determine the ratio of the
observed gravity amplitudes to those which would
occur on a perfectly rigid globe. This ratio is usually
designated by S. For the long-period fortnightly and
monthly tides, it is assumed that the ratio 8 is independent of the tidal period, so that the following
relation may be written:
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During January 1967, C. L. Hager installed two
LaCoste-Roniberg gravimeters at South Pole for the
purpose of recording long-period earth tides and the
free vibrations from great earthquake, should such
occur somewhere in the world. R. V. O'Connell then
took over the unexpected job of operating these complex instruments, which were new and quite unfamiliar to him. The observations discussed here are the
result of the joint efforts of Hager and O'Connell at a
spot where the conditions of observation are difficult
and the requirements for precision are unusually
severe. For geophysical significance, the aim in measuring the amplitude of long-period gravity tides is a
precision of ¼ microgal, which is one percent of the
tidal amplitude, seven percent of the geophysically
significant residual, but only ¼ part per billion of
total local gravity.
For the observation of long-period earth tides, the
Pole location has unique advantages, viz:
(a) The recordings are free from the large semidiurnal and diurnal tidal variations present in midlatitudes;
(b) The amplitude of the long-period tides is maximal and twice that at the other extremurn, on the
Equator;

(g—g 0 ) = 6(y—y0)
where g represents an observed gravity value, y the
corresponding value on a rigid earth, and g 0 =y0 is a
reference level.
Because the records were interrupted by power failures or other causes after a month or two of satisfactory operation, it was necessary to analyze short segments of about a month's duration. A sample record
is shown in the graph: the open circles represent observations, the solid circles the theoretical tide for a
rigid earth. The readings have been corrected for instrumental drift to produce coincidence at a chosen
mean level (here 56.5 gals) at each intercept at this
level. There is obviously room for improvement in the
quality of the readings, but these initial results offer
hope for precise measurements of the earth tide at
South Pole.
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Gravity tide at the South Pole, November 1967.
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